
 

 

Reservations - Guest Services Representative 

We are known throughout the industry for providing outstanding Guest 

Services. You can expect a large amount of guest contact in this role so an 

engaging personality along with good communication skills and confidence 

will play a key factor in making you the prefect candidate. Individuals will be 

educated in the application of our computerized reservation and phone 

system as guest tools. Components of this role are front desk operations 

including guest reception, hospitality at our entrance and exit station, 

extensive phone contact and general duties as assigned. This position also 

requires good diplomatic skills when dealing with conflict resolution. 

Excellent communication skills, team work, the ability to multitask and being 

able to work well under pressure in a very fast-paced environment will help 

you succeed in this position. Those candidates who possess an outgoing, 

warm and engaging personality will find this role a perfect fit. This position 

requires standing throughout the entire shift (up to 8-12 hours). There will be 

light cleaning duties such as sweeping, mopping, dusting and cleaning 

windows. This position may also provide support to Front Gate Security. 

 

 

 



 

 

General Store & Twin Treats Dairy Bar Sales Associate 

Our General Store is an extremely fast paced setting, where one needs to be 

efficient and provide outstanding customer service. Duties include retail 

transactions by use of a cash register using a computerized scanning system, 

stocking of shelves, ordering products, cleaning and sterilization of 

equipment, bagging ice, etc. Other duties may include, but are not limited to, 

cleaning windows, dusting, sweeping, mopping and general cleaning as 

assigned. This position also requires lifting to 30lbs several times during a 

shift. As a sales associate, you must have the ability to stand for an entire shift 

(7 hours or more), be able to multi-task and have leadership skills. You will be 

trained in all aspects required in daily running of the dairy bar and in food 

preparation. You can expect a large amount of guest contact in this role so an 

engaging personality along with a confident presence will play a key factor in 

making you the ideal candidate. A Food Safety Course is required for those 

preparing food.  

 

 

 

 


